
MCADAM & CO LTD - PRIVACY POLICY: COOKIE POLICY 
Privacy policy: Cookie policy 
This policy explains what cookies are, how MCADAM & CO LTD uses them on our websites and what you can do to 
manage how they are used. 
 
Cookies and how they benefit you 
Our website uses cookies, as almost all websites do, to help provide you with the best experience we can. Cookies 
are small text files that are placed on your computer or mobile phone when you browse websites. 
 
Our cookies help us: 

- Make our website work as you'd expect. 
- Remember your settings during and between visits. 
- Improve the speed/security of the site. 
- Allow you to share pages with social networks like Facebook. 
- Continuously improve our website for you. 
- Granting us permission to use cookies. 

If the settings on your browser that you are using to view this website are adjusted to accept cookies we take this, 
and your continued use of our website, to mean that you are fine with this. Should you wish to remove or not use 
cookies from our site you can learn how to do this below, however doing so will likely mean that our site will not 
work as you would expect. 
 
How long do cookies last? 
When a web server sends a cookie, it asks your browser to keep that particular cookie until a certain date and time. 
These dates can be: 

- Some date in the future – which might be a few minutes or a few hours from now (to track something like 
your shopping cart in an online store). The cookie might expire many years in the future, to keep track of 
your browser for a long time. 

- When you close your browser – this is called a session cookie, the next time you start your browser these 
will have vanished. 

- Some date in the past – this is how the server asks a browser to remove a previously-stored cookie. 
 
Our own cookies 
We use cookies to make our website work including: 

- There is no way to prevent these cookies being set other than to not use our site. 
 
Anonymous visitor statistics cookies 
We use cookies to compile visitor statistics such as how many people have visited our website, what type of 
technology they are using, how long they spend on the site, what page they look at, etc. This helps us to 
continuously improve our website. These analytics programs also tell us, on an anonymous basis, how people 
reached this site (e.g. from a search engine) and whether they have been here before, helping us to to develop our 
services for you. Our site uses the following analytics programs: Google Analytics 
 
Third party functions 
Our site, like most websites, includes functionality provided by third parties. A common example is an embedded 
YouTube video. Our site includes the following third part functions which use cookies: 

• Links to HMRC for update tax information on particular subjects. 
• Links BBC radio recordings to arm yourself with knowledge of such scam calls. 

 
Turning cookies off 
You can usually switch cookies off by adjusting your browser settings to stop it from accepting cookies. Doing so, 
however, will likely limit the functionality of ours and a large proportion of the world's websites as cookies are a 
standard part of most modern websites. 
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